Learning Visual Instance Retrieval from Failure: Efficient Online Local Metric Adaptation from Negative Samples.
Existing visual instance retrieval (VIR) approaches attempt to learn a faithful global matching metric or discriminative feature embedding offline to cover enormous visual appearance variations, so as to directly use it online on various unseen probes for retrieval. However, their requirement for a huge set of positive training pairs is very demanding in practice and the performance is largely constrained for the unseen testing samples due to the severe data shifting issue. In contrast, this paper advocates a different paradigm: part of the learning can be performed online but with nominal costs, so as to achieve online metric adaptation for different query probes. By exploiting easily-available negative samples, we propose a novel solution to achieve the optimal local metric adaptation effectively and efficiently. The insight of our method is the local hard negative samples can actually provide tight constraints to fine tune the metric locally. Our local metric adaptation method is generally applicable to be used on top of any offline-learned baselines. In addition, this paper gives in-depth theoretical analyses of the proposed method to guarantee the reduction of the classification error both asymptotically and practically. Extensive experiments on various VIR tasks have confirmed our effectiveness and superiority.